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Nuclear emulsion detector
Emulsion detectors have the highest spatial resolution among all detectors. They comprise a countless number of silver halide crystals with a typical size of
200 nm dispersed in the gelatin media. A trajectory of a charged particle passed the emulsion can be observed under an optical microscope. The modern use of
the emulsion detection technology is based on the remarkable evolution of the high-speed and high-precision automatic readout of emulsions developed during
the last two decades and available today. The latest scanning system (HTS-1) allows reading of the emulsion films at the speed of ~0.5 m2/hour per emulsion
layer. A new scanning system (HTS-2) is under development now in order to increase the reading speed by factor of 5 by 2021.

A DsTau detector module includes 131 emulsion films and consists of two parts. The
upstream part acts as a decay volume for short-lived particles, while the downstream part
(ECC) is used for momentum measurement of the daughter particles.
For the pilot (2018) run all emulsion films were manufactured by hand. Now an automated
film production is being implemented at Nagoya University. Emulsion gel and film production
facilities are scheduled to be constructed and to start operation from July-August 2020.
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The processing of the data taken in the pilot (2018) run is
ongoing. Scanning of the emulsion films by the HTS is close to
finish. Analysis of proton interactions and charm production
is in progress.

Status of the data analysis

• A raw and fast scanning with the HTS scanning station allowing
reconstruction of the track segments in each emulsion film.
• Reconstruction of the tracks in the whole detector via matching
of the track segments in a series of the films. This step includes a
thorough alignment of the films.
• Reconstruction of the vertices of proton interactions and “a
decay search” – recognition of the secondary decay vertices and
short-lived particles.
• Fine analysis of the events with a decay topology with help of
the precise scanning stations and a search for the sequential
“double kink” topology, namely 푫풔 → 흉 → 푿.

Data processing/analysis scheme
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Another challenge for the DsTau analysis is to implement fast and efficient approach for tracking and film alignment in the environment of a high track
density (~ퟏퟎퟓ − ퟏퟎퟔ/풄풎ퟐ) and narrow angular range. The conventional reconstruction tools used in previous emulsion experiments (e.g., OPERA)
were tuned to a typical track density of ~ퟏퟎퟐ − ퟏퟎퟑ/풄풎ퟐ in large angular space. They are often not appropriate in our case. New (more advanced)
algorithms have been developed and applied to DsTau data collected during beam tests and the pilot (2018) run at SPS. At the moment it takes ~60 days
per module to process the data using a 256 GB RAM PC with CPU- and GPU-based software. Size of the processed data to be stored for further analysis
is ∼4 TB/module. The software is supposed to be further optimized in order to possibly reduce large memory consumption, CPU/GPU load, and the
data processing time. For the processing of the physics runs 2021-2022 data (~300 modules) it is planned to exploit disk storage (in total of ~1 PB) and
cluster computing power resources of CERN and the Collaboration institutes.

Track reconstruction in high track density environment

Tau neutrino is eventually the least studied elementary particle. Study of nt
production and detection is important for precise measurement of its cross section.

Physics motivation

푫풔 → 흉 → 푿 events can be recognized by their peculiar “double-kink + charm
decay” topology. However, to register the events is a challenge: all the decays take
place at a millimeter scale, moreover, the kink angle of 푫풔 → 흉 is very small,
6.2 mrad on average. We’ll use state-of-the-art nuclear emulsion detectors with
nanometric spatial accuracy to efficiently recognize the events.

In the DsTau experiment an independent and direct way to measure nt production
following high-energy proton-nucleus interactions is proposed. This will allow:

• the first measuring of 푫풔 double-differential production cross section;
• reducing of systematic uncertainty of nt flux prediction from ~50% to 10%.
̶̶̶̶̶̶ a fundamental input for future nt experiment at the SPS (SHiP).

Physics goals and principles of the experiment
Forward charm production is important also for
high-energy neutrino studies:

• key input for n production via charm decays.
̶̶̶̶̶̶ for n-telescopes, knowledge of prompt neutrinos

is important to observe astrophysical ns.
̶̶̶̶̶̶ FASERn at the LHC also targets neutrinos

from charm particle decays. 

The project schedule

ퟐ. ퟑ × ퟏퟎퟖ proton interactions
in target to be analyzed.
~1000 푫풔 → 흉 → 푿 events and
~105 charm events to be collected.
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No data for 푫풔 differential cross sections for 400 GeV p beam.
Large systematic uncertainty (~50%) in the nt flux prediction.

흂, 흂 averaged energy-independent CC cross sections

Statistical uncertainty of 33% in DONUT. Will be
reduced to few % level in future experiments.
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